
INDIVIDUAL POTS 

 

BUBBLEGUM 

Yes, it’s blue with sprinkles, but sometimes you just need to be a kid! 

Everyone deserves to feel like a kid again! 

 

CARAMEL BISCUIT 

Rich dairy gelato ice cream with a marvellously caramelly ripple……Who 
knew Lotus biscuits would be so moreish? 

 

CHOCOLATE 

Still our biggest seller, super indulgent rich and creamy chocolate….what’s 
not to like? 

 

CHOCOLATE ORANGE 

Zingy citrus orange combined with our favourite rich chocolate gelato ice 
cream… a winning combination! 

 

COOKIES & CREAM 

Dark cookie ripples through our dairy gelato ice cream to brings a smile to 
young and old alike. 

 

HONEYCOMB 

Crunchy honeycomb bits, chocolate stracciatella and delicious dairy gelato 
ice cream combo enough to make anyone bee happy! 

 

MINT CHOC CHIP 

 



Minty gelato ice cream with dark chocolate chips  – just what it says on the 
label! 

 

PISTACHIO 

We’re nutty about this one, it’s rare treat, rich creamy pistachio gelato ice 
cream, this is one to take a quiet 5 minutes and indulge yourself! Or 
alternatively, if you were feeling ultra-generous, maybe you could send it to 
a really deserving friend? Entirely up to you! 

 

STRAWBERRY 

Reminiscent of sunny carefree days, sweet plump succulent strawberry, the 
taste that takes you back to strawberry overload at the pick your own farm.. 
those hazy lazy crazy days of summer! 

 

VANILLA 

Vanilla gelato ice cream with vanilla pods…. It’s a Great British tradition like 
cream teas and cricket! 

 

VEGAN CHOCOLATE 

Made with almond milk, a definite favourite with both vegans and non 
vegans alike. 

 

VEGAN SALTED CARAMEL 

Made with soy milk, so it’s dairy free!  Perfect for as a vegan treat for 
anyone. 

 

RASPBERRY SORBET 

 



Refreshing and tangy, our raspberry sorbet bursting with raspberryness, it a 
sorbet so perfect for those who are dairy free or vegan 

 

PASSIONFRUIT SORBET 

Sweet and sour at the same time, our passionfruit is utterly divine. 
Something different for anyone who loves seriously cool fruitiness. 

 


